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Henkin delivers Cooley Lectures
Scrutinizing constitutionalism, democracy, foreign affairs
The Thomas M. Cooley Lectures last
fall were delivered by Louis Henkin,
University Professor Emeritus and
Special Service Professor at Columbia University. The topic was
"Constitutionalism, Democracy and
Foreign Affairs," and the three lectures were entitled "Tension in the
Twilight Zone: Congress and The
President," ''The Treaty Makers,"
and "Courts in Foreign Affairs."
The lectures centered on the question of whether the Constitution is
satisfactory for the third century of
United States history, particularly
where constitutional provisions
govern the conduct of foreign
affairs. Despite sweeping changes
that have taken place since the constitution was adopted - including
the development of the executive
bureaucracy, the complexity of
Congress, the expansion of the judiciary, and the growth of the country
in general - the original provisions
still remain. Consequently, uncertainty exists about the nature of the
responsibilities of the different
branches of government. Henkin
suggested that the executive branch
may have taken on more than is
warranted in a system where the
branches of government are supposed to balance one another out.
"If the Constitution does not require
new organs," he contended, "it is
time for a check up and some
rehabilitation."
In the first lecture, Henkin examined the respective constitutional
authority of Congress and the president. He began by distinguishing
the powers of Congress from the
powers of the president, and continued by exploring the evolution of
those powers. He explained that
even if Congress had intended to
have comparatively greater powers
with respect to foreign affairs, as the

system has evolved, it is the president who takes the reins.
Henkin concluded with a discussion of the evolution of the United
States from republican to democratic, using that as a basis for the
argument that the need for congressional participation is even greater.
1£ I'm correct," said Henkin, °Congressional activism is not usurpation, it's mandatory . . . Constitutionalism, individual rights, good
government as well as democracy
demand fewer decisions by one
representative alone for war or
in peace."
In his second lecture, Henkin
addressed the adequacy of our constitutional jurisprudence on treaties
for the next century. First, he explored the "advice and consent" role
of the Senate, from Article II, Section 2. The Senate, Henkin said, has
developed a role less of advice and
consent," and more of "consent on
conditions." Henkin examined in
particular the ABM treaty and the
reactions of the Senate to the president's interpretation of it. Second,
Henkin briefly explored the role of
treaties in domestic law, positing
that the Framers "were really quite
committed to the law of nations."
Henkin concluded with an appeal to
a return to the "advice" function of
the Senate. ~s long as we live with
this one," Henkin said, "what we
need is presidential candor and honesty with the Senate and senatorial
self-restraint."
Henkin's third lecture concerned
the courts and foreign affairs, and
focused on judicial review - the
responsibility of the courts to
scrutinize governmental action to
assure its conformity to the Constitution. Henkin discussed the issues
concerning the level of responsibility
the courts have taken, and should
0
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take, specifically dealing with the
political question doctrine. Henkin
took the position °that the courts
ought to decide the constitutional
issues even if they can't give a particular remedy and maybe even if
they can't give any remedy at all;'
a position which Henkin admitted
to be ''highly controversial." He
continued: "I think if you told the
president and the courts and the
Congress in a particular case what
their respective authority is they
would come up with a remedy and
I'd be willing to let them try."
Educated at Yeshiva College and
the Harvard Law School, Professor
Henkin served as an officer in the
Bureau of International Organization of the U.S. Department of State
for ten years. He has earned a national and international reputation
as a leading scholar in constitutional
and international law. Henkin was
responsible for tough, two-year, continuous negotiations that led to the
end of the Korean War - a major
achievement of American diplomacy.

- continued 15
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The Thomas M. Cooley Lectureship was established by the faculty
of the University of Michigan Law
School in order to stimulate research
and to communicate its results in
the form of public lectures. The
Lectureship is supported by the
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William W. Cook Endowment for
Legal Research and is named in
honor of Thomas M. Cooley, one of
the leading figures in 19th century
American law and scholarship who
served as dean of the U-M Law Department and as a member of the

Return of the Visitors
Annual meeting explores state of the School
The annual three-day Committee of
Visitors meeting, held last October
20-22, included the usual combination of business meetings, panel
discussions, informal meetings
with students, class visits, and
conviviality.
Featured this year as faculty
luncheon speaker was Jeffrey S.
Lehman, who presented his views
on the recently enacted Michigan
Educational Trust Fund in a speech
entitled "Thinking About Societal
Responses to the High Cost of
College." Lehman, who together
with his colleague Kent Syverud has

examined the ramifications of the
new proposal, questioned the state's
ability to meet its obligations to families who invest in the program in
the light of the projected costs of
a college education in the coming
decade. He also examined the
effects the proposal might have on
the quality of education in state
supported institutions.
The agenda for the visitors and
faculty also included a panel discussion on teaching professional
responsibility.
The Friday evening dinner in the
Lawyers Oub Lounge was followed

An appreciative audience greeted the performance with warm applause.
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Supreme Court of Michigan. This
year's lectures will be published in
full by the Michigan Journal of International Law in a future issue.

Marija Willen, Law, '89

by entertainment in the library
Reading Room. Heading the bill
was a performance of Antigone's Reply, an original choral work written
by nationally renowned composer
William Albright. The work, commissioned by the Law School, is
based on a translation from the
Greek by Joseph Vming and James
Boyd White. This performance was
followed by a trumpet solo by Armando Ghitalla, another U-M music
school virtuoso, and capped by
Albright's return to the piano to
play a lively group of rag numbers.
Following a Saturday morning
business meeting in the Michigan
Stadium Press Box, the visitors and
hosts were treated to a decisive
Michigan victory over Indiana
on the gridiron.

Soprano Laura Lamport from the School
of Music was featured in a performance
of Antigone's Reply.
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Indicting pornography
Dworkin presents feminist prespective
Andrea Dworkin, controversial feminist author and theorist, spoke to an
enthusiastic audience at Rackham
Auditorium on Friday, November 18,
1988. In her powerful and bitingly
sarcastic manne~ Ms. Dworkin
detailed the central role that
pornography plays in women's
subordination in society. Citing
examples of some of the most
shocking forms of pornography,
including rape and torture scenes,
murder films, and pornography in
which urace hatred is sexualized,"
Dworkin scoffed at the notion of
such acts being protected by the
First Amendment.
Dworkin argued that the Constitution's free speech provisions
do nothing to protect the women
whose acts of submission are photographed or filmed, many times by
force, and sold on the market.
Many lawyers and law students
are familiar with the anti-pornography ordinances that Dworkin

co-authored with legal scholar
Catharine A. MacKinnon. In her
address, Dworkin spoke of her frustrations in trying to have these
ordinances passed. The Minneapolis
City Council passed such an ordinance in December 1983, but the
city's mayor vetoed the law the
following January. The mayor of
Indianapolis, however, signed into
law an anti-pornography bill that
made pornography a form of discrimination against women, and
violators were subject to civil suits.
That law, too, was struck down.
Dworkin is author of several classic feminist works - Pornography:

Following her talk, the audience
gave Dworkin a standing ovation.
Afterwards, Dworkin answered
questions from the audience and
signed books. She later met with
the Law School's Hfeminist Jurispru-

dence" seminar to further discuss
her work. Dworkin's appearance
was sponsored by the Law School,
Women Law Students Association,
Lesbian and Gay Law Students,
National Lawyers Guild, Michigan
Student Assembly, Rackham Student Government, and Law School
Student Senate Speakers Committee. It was organized by Laura
Anderson '89 and Holly Fechner '89.

Trumpet virtuoso Armando Ghitalla performed several solo numbers as part of the
post-dinner entertainment.

William Albright returned to the piano
to play a lively group of piano rags.

The visitors were treated to a decisive 31-6
victory over Indiana Saturday afternoon .

Men Possessing Women, RightWing Women, and most recently
Intercourse.

Andrea Dworkin
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Cheers!
Law School celebrates end of classes with music, reception
Following a new tradition established by Dean Lee C. Bollinge~
the Law School hosted its second
annual school-wide end of class
celebration last December 7. Students, staff and faculty converged
il\the stately library Reading Room
toJiear a concert that included traditional winter music performed by
members of the music school and
the I.aw School's own Headnotes.
Foilowing the performance, the
group proceded to the lower level of
the hbrary to graze, visit, and commiserate together before facing the

impending final exam schedule.
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Faculty, staff, and students mingled together at a reception on the
lower level of the I.Jlw Library following the performances.
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